
As many of you know, building relationships in the internet marketing game is essential if you want to succeed. OverAs many of you know, building relationships in the internet marketing game is essential if you want to succeed. Over

the last few months I have networked with many SEO’s and Internet Marketers and have even made some goodthe last few months I have networked with many SEO’s and Internet Marketers and have even made some good

friends.friends.

One of these good friends that I met on a prominent marketing forum has shared his knowledge with me and weOne of these good friends that I met on a prominent marketing forum has shared his knowledge with me and we

have even done a few joint ventures together.have even done a few joint ventures together.

Sam started internet marketing with Adsense back in 2008 and since then, it has been one of his main earners. I haveSam started internet marketing with Adsense back in 2008 and since then, it has been one of his main earners. I have

had my fair share of success with Adsense in the past, but have since moved on to CPA as Adsense is commonlyhad my fair share of success with Adsense in the past, but have since moved on to CPA as Adsense is commonly

seen as the “poor man’s monetization”. However, it does not have to be!seen as the “poor man’s monetization”. However, it does not have to be!

I have noticed that many people struggle to earn even 5 dollars a day with Adsense when they put so much effort in.I have noticed that many people struggle to earn even 5 dollars a day with Adsense when they put so much effort in.

I know how frustrating this can be and I have decided to put all the knowledge that Sam has given me to make atI know how frustrating this can be and I have decided to put all the knowledge that Sam has given me to make at

least $100 every day from an Adsense site.least $100 every day from an Adsense site.

$100 A Day Adsense Steps$100 A Day Adsense Steps

Find a profitable Adsense nicheFind a profitable Adsense niche

Do indepth keyword research on that nicheDo indepth keyword research on that niche

Get high quality content readyGet high quality content ready

Make sure you have perfect on page SEOMake sure you have perfect on page SEO

Start off page SEOStart off page SEO

If you are part of any marketing forums, you will notice people trying to sell you small micro niche sites and will tellIf you are part of any marketing forums, you will notice people trying to sell you small micro niche sites and will tell

you about how much money you can make with them. Believe me when I say that you do not need 10 or 20 of theseyou about how much money you can make with them. Believe me when I say that you do not need 10 or 20 of these

small sites to make any decent money. If you have one good niche with a solid blog on the subject, that is all yousmall sites to make any decent money. If you have one good niche with a solid blog on the subject, that is all you

need!need!
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NICHE RESEARCH
To get into a profitableTo get into a profitable

Adsense niche, you areAdsense niche, you are

going to be looking for thegoing to be looking for the

following factors.following factors.

11. . The niche has a highThe niche has a high

CPC (cost per click) forCPC (cost per click) for

the keywordsthe keywords

22. . The competition is lowThe competition is low

33. . The niche has many advertisers in Google AdwordsThe niche has many advertisers in Google Adwords

44. . There are enough searches in Google.There are enough searches in Google.

Some of you may have the keyword/niche tools, but I know that a lot do not. To make sure that everyone canSome of you may have the keyword/niche tools, but I know that a lot do not. To make sure that everyone can

follow this guide, I am gong to use the Keyword Planner, which used to be the Google Keyword Tool.follow this guide, I am gong to use the Keyword Planner, which used to be the Google Keyword Tool.

I preferred the old tool, but the Keyword Planner will be good enough for this guide.I preferred the old tool, but the Keyword Planner will be good enough for this guide.

When we start looking for a niche, we need to find topics that generally are associated with high CPC.When we start looking for a niche, we need to find topics that generally are associated with high CPC.

Below are some topics that generally have a high CPC. Remember though, you should start a site that you have anBelow are some topics that generally have a high CPC. Remember though, you should start a site that you have an

interest in the topic. If you do not, you can get burned out and all the effort you put in initially will be for nothing.interest in the topic. If you do not, you can get burned out and all the effort you put in initially will be for nothing.

Just make sure you care about the topic and are not just going after it because it has a high CPC.Just make sure you care about the topic and are not just going after it because it has a high CPC.

FinanceFinance

LegalLegal

MedicalMedical

TravelTravel

Web HostingWeb Hosting

HealthHealth

SecuritySecurity

Home CareHome Care

Online DegreesOnline Degrees

SecuritySecurity

I am personally interested in Legal and Medical, probably because I may attend law school and my girlfriend wantsI am personally interested in Legal and Medical, probably because I may attend law school and my girlfriend wants

to be a doctor. Remember, make sure your topic interests you.to be a doctor. Remember, make sure your topic interests you.

I will be starting a case study in the next few weeks following this exact guide to bring a new site to $100 a day. IfI will be starting a case study in the next few weeks following this exact guide to bring a new site to $100 a day. If

you want updates to this, please subscribe below.you want updates to this, please subscribe below.

Enter Your Name and Email Below and Click  

Subscribe

Once you have selected a broad niche, head on over to Once you have selected a broad niche, head on over to http://ubersuggest.org/http://ubersuggest.org/ or use the scrapebox keyword or use the scrapebox keyword

scraper to do some searches with keywords that are in the broad niche. You are looking for related keywords to thescraper to do some searches with keywords that are in the broad niche. You are looking for related keywords to the

main topic. Save all the keywords that you find using this tool in a notepad list to use later.main topic. Save all the keywords that you find using this tool in a notepad list to use later.

Your NameYour Name

Your EmailYour Email

http://ubersuggest.org/


THE NEXT STEP

11. . Head over to Head over to http://www.dmoz.org/http://www.dmoz.org/

22. . Enter in the broad keyword term in the search boxEnter in the broad keyword term in the search box

33. . Click on any categoryClick on any category

44. . You will now see a lot of niches that have some potential within your main term. You are finding a niche within aYou will now see a lot of niches that have some potential within your main term. You are finding a niche within a

niche.niche.

55. . Write down every niche that you have an interest in.Write down every niche that you have an interest in.

66. . Head on over to Head on over to http://dir.yahoo.com/http://dir.yahoo.com/ and do the exact same thing and do the exact same thing

Once you have your niches noted down, you are going to want to follow one more step to grab some moreOnce you have your niches noted down, you are going to want to follow one more step to grab some more

niches/keywords within your main market term.niches/keywords within your main market term.

11. . Go to Google and enter in your keyword + forum. “Medical + Forum” as an example.Go to Google and enter in your keyword + forum. “Medical + Forum” as an example.

22. . Check out any forums that pop up and read through for more ideas of niches.Check out any forums that pop up and read through for more ideas of niches.

If you have followed all of the above steps, chances are that you have a lot of niche ideas written down on yourIf you have followed all of the above steps, chances are that you have a lot of niche ideas written down on your

notepad or document.notepad or document.

This means that it is time to use the Keyword Planner. Open that bad boy up and paste all the niche ideas you wroteThis means that it is time to use the Keyword Planner. Open that bad boy up and paste all the niche ideas you wrote

down. Sort them by estimated CPC.down. Sort them by estimated CPC.

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

 Large searches per month Large searches per month

High CPCHigh CPC

Not a seasonal keyword. You want there to be searches for the keyword year roundNot a seasonal keyword. You want there to be searches for the keyword year round

Make sure you put your keywords in brackets [keyword]. This will give you results that are accurate for theMake sure you put your keywords in brackets [keyword]. This will give you results that are accurate for the

searches a month for that keyword.searches a month for that keyword.

Go through the list and pick out around 10 keywords that have a high CPC as well as a good amount of searchesGo through the list and pick out around 10 keywords that have a high CPC as well as a good amount of searches

each and every month. Once you have those keyword chosen, you need to take a look at the competition.each and every month. Once you have those keyword chosen, you need to take a look at the competition.

To look at the competition, go to Google and type your keyword phrase in with quotations such as this: “keyword”.To look at the competition, go to Google and type your keyword phrase in with quotations such as this: “keyword”.

Check out how many results are returned. If you see less than 500-800k results returned,  then this might be a goodCheck out how many results are returned. If you see less than 500-800k results returned,  then this might be a good

keyword to tackle.keyword to tackle.Check Out The Top 10Check Out The Top 10

11. . How many sites on the first page have the exact keyword in theirHow many sites on the first page have the exact keyword in their

title and URL?title and URL?

22. . How old is each site?How old is each site?

33. . What Page Rank is each site?What Page Rank is each site?

44. . How many backlinks does each site have?How many backlinks does each site have?

Just as a guide, these are generally good niches to go for:Just as a guide, these are generally good niches to go for:

2 sites in the top 10 do not have the exact keyword in their title2 sites in the top 10 do not have the exact keyword in their title

2 domains are not 2 years old yet2 domains are not 2 years old yet

3 sites in the top 10 have a page rank under 43 sites in the top 10 have a page rank under 4

This is just a rule of thumb. You can of course alter this as you see fit, but this is what I like to use.This is just a rule of thumb. You can of course alter this as you see fit, but this is what I like to use.

To check the above metrics, have a look at this free tool: To check the above metrics, have a look at this free tool: http://www.seoquake.com/http://www.seoquake.com/

To check out the backlinks, I recommend going with Ahrefs. It is the best backlink checking tool I have used.To check out the backlinks, I recommend going with Ahrefs. It is the best backlink checking tool I have used.

MY CHOSEN KEYWORD

http://www.dmoz.org/
http://dir.yahoo.com/
http://www.seoquake.com/


Has a CPC of $1.28Has a CPC of $1.28

Has 110,000 exact searchesHas 110,000 exact searches

It is not a seasonal keywordIt is not a seasonal keyword

Competition is a few million in GoogleCompetition is a few million in Google

As you can see, I do not always go by the rules above. It has a lot more than 800k searches, but after taking a lookAs you can see, I do not always go by the rules above. It has a lot more than 800k searches, but after taking a look

at the top 10 sites, I am pretty sure I can beat them, and the amount of searches make it worth it. This is the mainat the top 10 sites, I am pretty sure I can beat them, and the amount of searches make it worth it. This is the main

keyword I will be using in my case study following this guide.keyword I will be using in my case study following this guide.

QUICK TIPS
When you see in the Keyword Planner that a keyword is “low” competition, this is NOT SEO competition. It meansWhen you see in the Keyword Planner that a keyword is “low” competition, this is NOT SEO competition. It means

that there are not very many advertisers bidding on that keyword.that there are not very many advertisers bidding on that keyword.

You should generally stay away from keywords with low advertising competition because this means that many ofYou should generally stay away from keywords with low advertising competition because this means that many of

your ads will not be related thus affecting your click through rate.your ads will not be related thus affecting your click through rate.

Finally, take a look at Finally, take a look at http://www.spyfu.comhttp://www.spyfu.com to see just how many advertisers are bidding on your keyword. to see just how many advertisers are bidding on your keyword.

DOMAIN AND WORDPRESS THEME
When you pick out your domain name, it is generally a good idea toWhen you pick out your domain name, it is generally a good idea to

have your main keyword in the domain name as well as a prefix.have your main keyword in the domain name as well as a prefix.

Something such as “best” works good at a prefix. An example of thisSomething such as “best” works good at a prefix. An example of this

would be “best*********.com”.would be “best*********.com”.

When I pick out domain names, I only go for top TLDs such as .com, .org,When I pick out domain names, I only go for top TLDs such as .com, .org,

and .net.and .net.

Once you get your domain name picked out buy it and installOnce you get your domain name picked out buy it and install

WordPress on it. Then proceed to pick out a theme that is not clutteredWordPress on it. Then proceed to pick out a theme that is not cluttered

and has a white background with simple black text. You do not want there to be any distracting graphics.and has a white background with simple black text. You do not want there to be any distracting graphics.

Remember, the entire point of this site is to get them to click on Adsense ads, not look at a pretty theme.Remember, the entire point of this site is to get them to click on Adsense ads, not look at a pretty theme.

If you are looking for some common words to add to your domain name, have a look at the lists below.If you are looking for some common words to add to your domain name, have a look at the lists below.

COMMON SUFFIXES
househouse

centralcentral

pointpoint

homehome

placeplace

gardengarden

sitesite

spotspot

parkpark

domedome

baybay

webweb

netnet

cavecave

basebase

heavenheaven

portalportal

worldworld

campcamp

networknetwork

http://www.spyfu.com/


countycounty

streetstreet

citycity

alleyalley

depotdepot

valleyvalley

OTHER SUFFIXES
nownow

resourcesresources

toolstools

sourcesource

reviewreview

systemsystem

bookbook

guideguide

talktalk

datadata

visionvision

loadload

boxbox

focusfocus

beatbeat

voicevoice

shareshare

cafecafe

nexusnexus

zonezone

sightsight

linklink

lablab

insightinsight

vinevine

boardboard

flowflow

signssigns

networknetwork

wirewire

castcast

villeville

nationnation

eggegg

covecove

newsnews

todaytoday

futurefuture

funfun

watchwatch

storystory

feverfever

coastcoast

sideside

roadroad

heatheat

bitebite

insiderinsider



clubclub

connectconnect

CLASSIC PREFIXES
thethe

mymy

II

meme

wewe

youyou

toptop

propro

bestbest

supersuper

ultraultra

allall

cybercyber

simplysimply

freefree

1st1st

OTHER PREFIXES
metameta

rere

metrometro

urbanurban

headhead

hithit

frontfront

technotechno

everever

rushrush

thinkthink

solosolo

radioradio

vipvip

ADJECTIVES THAT CAN BE USED AS PREFIXES
hothot

smartsmart

coolcool

hothot

fastfast

freshfresh

sleeksleek

firstfirst

dailydaily

bestbest

sharpsharp

lightlight

classicclassic

fastfast

greatgreat

quickquick



WORDPRESS PLUGINS THAT I USE

  All in One SEOAll in One SEO

W3 CacheW3 Cache ( (My TutorialMy Tutorial))

Google XML SitemapsGoogle XML Sitemaps

WP-DB-BackupWP-DB-Backup

Quick Adsense PluginQuick Adsense Plugin

Google Analytics For WordPressGoogle Analytics For WordPress

Sociable For WordPressSociable For WordPress

Login LockdownLogin Lockdown (Helps prevent brute force attempts from logging into your WordPress Admin) Read more on (Helps prevent brute force attempts from logging into your WordPress Admin) Read more on

WordPress Security HereWordPress Security Here..

You may also want to check out my tutorial on how to addYou may also want to check out my tutorial on how to add Google Rating Stars Google Rating Stars to your posts to get a higher click to your posts to get a higher click

through rate to your website from the SERPs.through rate to your website from the SERPs.

HOW MANY ARTICLES NEEDED TO REACH $100 A DAY
Many people often ask how many articles or keywords you will need to reach the desired outcome of $100 a day.Many people often ask how many articles or keywords you will need to reach the desired outcome of $100 a day.

Let’s break it down with some simple math to get some estimates.Let’s break it down with some simple math to get some estimates.

Lets assume that the average per click is going to be around $0.50. This could be a lot more or it could be less. ItLets assume that the average per click is going to be around $0.50. This could be a lot more or it could be less. It

really depends.really depends.

This means to reach $100 it would be 100/.5 which equates to about 200 clicks a day to get one hundred dollars.This means to reach $100 it would be 100/.5 which equates to about 200 clicks a day to get one hundred dollars.

I always like to set my sites high so I will target a CTR (click through rate) of 10% meaning that I will need 200 X 10, orI always like to set my sites high so I will target a CTR (click through rate) of 10% meaning that I will need 200 X 10, or

2000 visitors a day to get to 100 dollars a day through Adsense.2000 visitors a day to get to 100 dollars a day through Adsense.

We now have a rough estimate of how many visitors we need to get on a website before we can reach the goal!We now have a rough estimate of how many visitors we need to get on a website before we can reach the goal!

I estimate that I need around 80-100 articles to reach $100. If we go with 80 articles we need about 25 visitors eachI estimate that I need around 80-100 articles to reach $100. If we go with 80 articles we need about 25 visitors each

day to each page. This can be achieved and is not that many visitors per page if you really think about it. Contentday to each page. This can be achieved and is not that many visitors per page if you really think about it. Content

can always be added at a later date if you are not hitting the target.can always be added at a later date if you are not hitting the target.

DEEPER NICHE ANALYSIS
We have already done some niche research to find keywords, but it is time to go deeper! We need to findWe have already done some niche research to find keywords, but it is time to go deeper! We need to find

everything possible about the niche that you have chosen.everything possible about the niche that you have chosen.

We first went to Google and searched for our niche + forums. You looked through posts to find sub niches withinWe first went to Google and searched for our niche + forums. You looked through posts to find sub niches within

your niche. If you see any debates or arguments, write these down on a notepad.your niche. If you see any debates or arguments, write these down on a notepad.

The next thing you will probably want to take a look at is Yahoo answers and search for different questions withinThe next thing you will probably want to take a look at is Yahoo answers and search for different questions within

your niche. See what kind of things people are asking, this is something you want to remember. Note these frequentyour niche. See what kind of things people are asking, this is something you want to remember. Note these frequent

questions in your notepad.questions in your notepad.

Check out Ebay and Amazon for some of the best selling books or products that might be in your niche. This is theCheck out Ebay and Amazon for some of the best selling books or products that might be in your niche. This is the

type of information people are paying for, so note down anything relevant in your notepad because you will want totype of information people are paying for, so note down anything relevant in your notepad because you will want to

give them this information for free. Make sure to take a look at the reviews of each book and note what people likedgive them this information for free. Make sure to take a look at the reviews of each book and note what people liked

and did not like.and did not like.

After you have done this, you should be getting some good information in your notepad.After you have done this, you should be getting some good information in your notepad.

http://wordpress.org/plugins/all-in-one-seo-pack/
http://wordpress.org/plugins/w3-total-cache/
http://www.passive.marketing/speed-wordpress-site/
http://wordpress.org/plugins/google-sitemap-generator/
http://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-db-backup/
http://wordpress.org/plugins/quick-adsense/
http://wordpress.org/plugins/google-analytics-for-wordpress/
http://wordpress.org/plugins/sociable/
http://wordpress.org/plugins/login-lockdown/
http://www.passive.marketing/improve-wordpress-security/
http://www.passive.marketing/force-google-to-show-review-stars-under-your-domain/


Head on over to Head on over to TechnoratiTechnorati and do some searches for your niche. This will and do some searches for your niche. This will

bring up related blogs. Go through their sites and look for posts that arebring up related blogs. Go through their sites and look for posts that are

interesting or ones that have lots of comments. Make sure to take note of theinteresting or ones that have lots of comments. Make sure to take note of the

structure of these sites and topics that people are finding useful. Note downstructure of these sites and topics that people are finding useful. Note down

everything useful in your notepad.everything useful in your notepad.

Spend a good amount of time on this step. It may seem very easy andSpend a good amount of time on this step. It may seem very easy and

straightforward, which it is, but remember, a good Adsense site is going tostraightforward, which it is, but remember, a good Adsense site is going to

offer the visitor a lot of quality.offer the visitor a lot of quality.

Adding quality to visitors is your sure ticket to ensure you hit your goals. NoAdding quality to visitors is your sure ticket to ensure you hit your goals. No

one is going to stay on a site or even click an add if your information isone is going to stay on a site or even click an add if your information is

garbage or they have problems navigating the website.garbage or they have problems navigating the website.

KEYWORD RESEARCH
If you have not done so, check out my If you have not done so, check out my previous article on this topicprevious article on this topic here. here.

The entire point of this section is to find the best keywords for the articles and categories that you will add to yourThe entire point of this section is to find the best keywords for the articles and categories that you will add to your

Adsense site.Adsense site.

The previous step we figured out some problems and questions in the niche that has been chosen.The previous step we figured out some problems and questions in the niche that has been chosen.

You will want to take a look at the notepad where you did your deep niche analysis and try to turn the questions andYou will want to take a look at the notepad where you did your deep niche analysis and try to turn the questions and

problems into some of the best keywords.problems into some of the best keywords.

Example: Lets say that you chose the niche of web hosting when you did your deep niche analysis.Example: Lets say that you chose the niche of web hosting when you did your deep niche analysis.

You went into some forums and checked out yahoo answers and found a question come up over and over againYou went into some forums and checked out yahoo answers and found a question come up over and over again

which was “What is the best web hosting?” or “Can someone tell me the best cheap web hosting”.which was “What is the best web hosting?” or “Can someone tell me the best cheap web hosting”.

Just from the questions above, we already have some good keywords:Just from the questions above, we already have some good keywords:

Best web hostingBest web hosting

Cheap web hostingCheap web hosting

Just go through questions and find different keywords that come up often as well as find out different problemsJust go through questions and find different keywords that come up often as well as find out different problems

you found and turn these into keywords. You want to keep your keywords short. 2 or 3 words each is a good way toyou found and turn these into keywords. You want to keep your keywords short. 2 or 3 words each is a good way to

keep keywords short. Make sure that they are a bit broad because later we will find different long tail keywords.keep keywords short. Make sure that they are a bit broad because later we will find different long tail keywords.

Once you have a seed list of keywords, you will have to head on over to the Keyword Planner and plug them in toOnce you have a seed list of keywords, you will have to head on over to the Keyword Planner and plug them in to

find some other good keywords. Also notice the number of searches for each keyword.find some other good keywords. Also notice the number of searches for each keyword.

http://technorati.com/
http://www.passive.marketing/keyword-research/


  

Once all the results come back, download them in a csv file.Once all the results come back, download them in a csv file.

WHAT I DID
I used deep niche analysis to find many seed keywords.I used deep niche analysis to find many seed keywords.

I then took the seed keywords and put them into the Keyword Planner to get many related keywords.I then took the seed keywords and put them into the Keyword Planner to get many related keywords.

Going through the list, we can find keywords that have over 1000 searches a month and have a high competition.Going through the list, we can find keywords that have over 1000 searches a month and have a high competition.

Remember, the high competition means that there are lots of advertisers bidding on the keywords, NOT seoRemember, the high competition means that there are lots of advertisers bidding on the keywords, NOT seo

competition.competition.

SITE STRUCTURE
We need to set up our site in a well organized proper structure. This means that we need some categories.We need to set up our site in a well organized proper structure. This means that we need some categories.

To do this, I opened up the csv file that we just downloaded with the keywords and found the keywords that wereTo do this, I opened up the csv file that we just downloaded with the keywords and found the keywords that were

the most searched. Take the top searched keywords that would make sense as categories and use them! This willthe most searched. Take the top searched keywords that would make sense as categories and use them! This will

set up your site structure very well.set up your site structure very well.

LONG TAIL KEYWORDS
It looks like it is time to find some long tail keywords.It looks like it is time to find some long tail keywords.

Open up the keywords csv that you downloaded from the Keyword Planner. You have already picked out yourOpen up the keywords csv that you downloaded from the Keyword Planner. You have already picked out your

categories. It is now time to sort all the keywords.categories. It is now time to sort all the keywords.

Go through the csv file and sort all the keywords into the categories you have chosen in another excel document.Go through the csv file and sort all the keywords into the categories you have chosen in another excel document.

This will take some time, but once you have everything sorted, you have your categories set up with long tailThis will take some time, but once you have everything sorted, you have your categories set up with long tail

keywords for each category set up.keywords for each category set up.

Continuing on, we are going to open Continuing on, we are going to open Market SamuraiMarket Samurai and take all the keywords from one of our categories and and take all the keywords from one of our categories and

enter them. Do not worry, Market Samurai has a free trial!enter them. Do not worry, Market Samurai has a free trial!

SETTINGS I WILL USE IN MARKET SAMURAI

 Set the Phrase to Broad with a minimum setting of 5 Set the Phrase to Broad with a minimum setting of 5

http://www.marketsamurai.com


Set the SEO Traffic to the very least of 50Set the SEO Traffic to the very least of 50

Click on Generate KeywordsClick on Generate Keywords

Once results are shown, click on analyze keywordsOnce results are shown, click on analyze keywords

Set your Phrase to Broad and a minimum of 15Set your Phrase to Broad and a minimum of 15

Set your SEO traffic to the least of 50Set your SEO traffic to the least of 50

Set the match type to “Phrase”Set the match type to “Phrase”

Click on Analyze KeywordsClick on Analyze Keywords

The tool should have returned a lot of potential keywords that you can use. If you go to the SEO competition tabThe tool should have returned a lot of potential keywords that you can use. If you go to the SEO competition tab

within the software, you should check over the keywords based on the factors that we mentioned earlier.within the software, you should check over the keywords based on the factors that we mentioned earlier.

CREATING THE VISITOR PAGES
You will need a few visitors pages to make sure that your site is Adsense compliant.You will need a few visitors pages to make sure that your site is Adsense compliant.

PAGES YOU NEED TO CREATE

About UsAbout Us

Privacy Policy (This is a MUST)Privacy Policy (This is a MUST)

Contact UsContact Us

ABOUT US
On the About Us page you need to just put up a page about what your site offers, why you started it, and what kindOn the About Us page you need to just put up a page about what your site offers, why you started it, and what kind

of information you are going to provide on your site. This is just a page about how your site is going to benefit theof information you are going to provide on your site. This is just a page about how your site is going to benefit the

visitor.visitor.

CONTACT US
My favorite way to create the Contact Us page is just to use a simple plugin called Contact Form With Captcha.My favorite way to create the Contact Us page is just to use a simple plugin called Contact Form With Captcha.

You can get this plugin from here: You can get this plugin from here: http://wordpress.org/plugins/contact-form-with-captcha/http://wordpress.org/plugins/contact-form-with-captcha/

PRIVACY POLICY
This is the most important page because it is required by Adsense. You will need to include certain information onThis is the most important page because it is required by Adsense. You will need to include certain information on

the doubleclick dart cookie. Make sure you create this page or you could be risking your Adsense account.the doubleclick dart cookie. Make sure you create this page or you could be risking your Adsense account.

The easiest way to create this page is by using The easiest way to create this page is by using http://www.freeprivacypolicy.com/google-adsense-privacy-http://www.freeprivacypolicy.com/google-adsense-privacy-

policy-requirements.htmlpolicy-requirements.html..

WRITING GREAT CONTENT
If you have followed every step outlined above, it is time to startIf you have followed every step outlined above, it is time to start

adding some great content. The most important thing you will need toadding some great content. The most important thing you will need to

do is great titles that will grab the attention of people searching fordo is great titles that will grab the attention of people searching for

your information. This is how you should do that.your information. This is how you should do that.

Use a question format. This will entice people to click on your siteUse a question format. This will entice people to click on your site

when they are searching for information. An example would be “Why iswhen they are searching for information. An example would be “Why is

my site loading slowly?”.my site loading slowly?”.

You can also use a problem and then offer a solution which will also grab the attention of the searcher. An exampleYou can also use a problem and then offer a solution which will also grab the attention of the searcher. An example

of this would be: ” Is your site loading slowly? Learn how to speed it up!”.of this would be: ” Is your site loading slowly? Learn how to speed it up!”.

Another trick is to offer a “how to” article title which is a great way of getting their attention. Top 10 lists or how toAnother trick is to offer a “how to” article title which is a great way of getting their attention. Top 10 lists or how to

lists always bring in a good amount of traffic, and sometimes backlinks!lists always bring in a good amount of traffic, and sometimes backlinks!

ARTICLE STRUCTURE

http://wordpress.org/plugins/contact-form-with-captcha/
http://www.freeprivacypolicy.com/google-adsense-privacy-policy-requirements.html


Always add an introduction, a middle bit, and then a summary of the article at the end. The intro will tell the readerAlways add an introduction, a middle bit, and then a summary of the article at the end. The intro will tell the reader

everything the article will be about while the middle bit will give them the information they are searching for. Theeverything the article will be about while the middle bit will give them the information they are searching for. The

conclusion just wraps it all up. This is the best and most simple way to structure an article.conclusion just wraps it all up. This is the best and most simple way to structure an article.

KEYWORD DENSITY
I always attempt to keep my keyword density under 3% for the main keyword. You do not want to run into anI always attempt to keep my keyword density under 3% for the main keyword. You do not want to run into an

optimization penalty and if you overuse your main keyword it may not read as well as it should. Always useoptimization penalty and if you overuse your main keyword it may not read as well as it should. Always use

keywords and LSI keywords that are related to the articles though.keywords and LSI keywords that are related to the articles though.

KEYWORD STEMMING
Keyword stemming is a great technique if you want to add variations of a certain keyword. Simply put, keywordKeyword stemming is a great technique if you want to add variations of a certain keyword. Simply put, keyword

stemming is when you take the main keyword and add on a suffix or prefix.stemming is when you take the main keyword and add on a suffix or prefix.

KEYWORD PROMINENCE
This refers to how close the keyword is to the beginning of the text of the body, A good practice is to always use theThis refers to how close the keyword is to the beginning of the text of the body, A good practice is to always use the

main keyword within the first couple of sentences of each article.main keyword within the first couple of sentences of each article.

ALT TAGS
The place you are going to want to use ALT tags is when you have images in the articles you are putting on yourThe place you are going to want to use ALT tags is when you have images in the articles you are putting on your

site. It is used as a description of the image. Make your ALT tags short and descriptive. Search engines will love thissite. It is used as a description of the image. Make your ALT tags short and descriptive. Search engines will love this

and hopefully send you traffic.and hopefully send you traffic.

LINK BUILDING 101 GUIDE
Are you ready to build some awesome links to your Adsense site? IAre you ready to build some awesome links to your Adsense site? I

hope so!hope so!

WHY SEO?
SEO is going to give you the highest converting traffic because it isSEO is going to give you the highest converting traffic because it is

laser targeted and FREE!laser targeted and FREE!

BENEFITS OF SEO
You are building an Asset: The visitors and keywords that you will rank The visitors and keywords that you will rank

for are going to be an asset that you can build up and develop. Startfor are going to be an asset that you can build up and develop. Start

collecting emails and you have an even bigger asset.collecting emails and you have an even bigger asset.

Targeted Traffic: Every person that is going to come to your website through a search engine is pre qualifying Every person that is going to come to your website through a search engine is pre qualifying

themselves for the information you have! This will lead to more ad clicks!themselves for the information you have! This will lead to more ad clicks!

Free Traffic: As I mentioned above, the traffic you are going to be getting is FREE. You will not have to pay a single As I mentioned above, the traffic you are going to be getting is FREE. You will not have to pay a single

penny for this traffic and that is what is so great about SEO. Once it is ranking for a specific keyword, you just needpenny for this traffic and that is what is so great about SEO. Once it is ranking for a specific keyword, you just need

to maintain that position. If you were using paid traffic, the moment you stop paying is when the traffic stops. This isto maintain that position. If you were using paid traffic, the moment you stop paying is when the traffic stops. This is

not how SEO works! Which is excellent news for you and I.not how SEO works! Which is excellent news for you and I.

So if the above information wasn’t obvious to you, you now know it. This means it is time to start building yourSo if the above information wasn’t obvious to you, you now know it. This means it is time to start building your

asset!asset!

TIER 1



INTRO
The first thing you will need to do is get some content written for your backlink campaign. You can write thisThe first thing you will need to do is get some content written for your backlink campaign. You can write this

content yourself or outsource it. I typically start with 15 unique articles and each one is around 400 words long. Thecontent yourself or outsource it. I typically start with 15 unique articles and each one is around 400 words long. The

article should be good readable quality. I tend to stay away from spun content because I value my sites.article should be good readable quality. I tend to stay away from spun content because I value my sites.

CREATING WEB 2.0S
This is the step where I am going to great web 2.0 blogs on the high PR web 2.0 sites. Examples of these areThis is the step where I am going to great web 2.0 blogs on the high PR web 2.0 sites. Examples of these are

WordPress, Tumblr, Blogger, and Weebly. I start off making around 5-8 web 2.0 blogs to start with. Each one shouldWordPress, Tumblr, Blogger, and Weebly. I start off making around 5-8 web 2.0 blogs to start with. Each one should

have around 3 pages and only a single post will have a link pointing back to your site. Make sure that the article thathave around 3 pages and only a single post will have a link pointing back to your site. Make sure that the article that

contains your link is niche specific to your website.contains your link is niche specific to your website.

Each web 2.0 should have an about us page and link out to authority sites. You want to make it look natural so theEach web 2.0 should have an about us page and link out to authority sites. You want to make it look natural so the

key here is to make your web 2.0 blogs look like real legit sites. Treat them as if they are micro niche sites and makekey here is to make your web 2.0 blogs look like real legit sites. Treat them as if they are micro niche sites and make

them look nice!them look nice!

ARTICLE DIRECTORY LINKS
Take some of your quality articles and go to some high PR article directories. You will be adding your link to theTake some of your quality articles and go to some high PR article directories. You will be adding your link to the

resource box.resource box.

SOCIAL BOOKMARKS
When I first start my Adsense sites, I like to do social bookmarks first. I will write 25 unique descriptions about myWhen I first start my Adsense sites, I like to do social bookmarks first. I will write 25 unique descriptions about my

site that are short, around 20 words. Then I will drop my link on high page rank social bookmarking sites. Make suresite that are short, around 20 words. Then I will drop my link on high page rank social bookmarking sites. Make sure

to use different usernames to not leave a footprint.to use different usernames to not leave a footprint.

DOCUMENT SHARING LINKS
Take one of your articles and convert it into a PDF file. You can then add your link in the footer and submit it to allTake one of your articles and convert it into a PDF file. You can then add your link in the footer and submit it to all

the doc sharing sites with high page rank.the doc sharing sites with high page rank.

SOCIAL SIGNALS
This is another thing I like to do first when starting an Adsense website. Send around 20 Facebook likes, 20 stumbleThis is another thing I like to do first when starting an Adsense website. Send around 20 Facebook likes, 20 stumble

upon and 20 twitter tweets to your site.upon and 20 twitter tweets to your site.

TIER 2
I like to make my tier 2 a bit automated as I do not want to spend the time doing this all by hand. This is what I like toI like to make my tier 2 a bit automated as I do not want to spend the time doing this all by hand. This is what I like to

do:do:

100 Do Follow Blog Comments to each Web 2.0100 Do Follow Blog Comments to each Web 2.0

300 Social Network posts to every Tier 1300 Social Network posts to every Tier 1

5000 Wiki Links to all your Tier 15000 Wiki Links to all your Tier 1

These are some of the tools that can be used:These are some of the tools that can be used:

ScrapeboxScrapebox

SenukeSenuke

GSAGSA ( (My TutorialMy Tutorial))

Once you have everything submitted and the links are built. Take all your links and through them into an indexer.Once you have everything submitted and the links are built. Take all your links and through them into an indexer.

http://www.scrapebox.com/
http://senuke.com/amember/go.php?r=264054&i=l2
http://www.passive.marketing/go/GSA
http://www.passive.marketing/gsa-search-engine-ranker-review/


This will help them get indexed and crawled by Google, which is what you want!This will help them get indexed and crawled by Google, which is what you want!

As a side note, you will want to diversify the anchor texts you use. I like to use the following:As a side note, you will want to diversify the anchor texts you use. I like to use the following:

60% money keywords60% money keywords

20% LSI keywords20% LSI keywords

20% generic keywords and naked URL20% generic keywords and naked URL

RESOURCES

SOCIAL SHARE RESOURCES HERE

TIER 2 TIPS

For the Tier 2 links, 50% should use generic anchor texts, 30% should use LSI anchors, and 20% should be moneyFor the Tier 2 links, 50% should use generic anchor texts, 30% should use LSI anchors, and 20% should be money

anchor texts pointing to the tier 1 linksanchor texts pointing to the tier 1 links

All do follow blog comments should be do follow, not no followAll do follow blog comments should be do follow, not no follow

Scrape an article and spin it for social networks. For wiki links, you need links with anchors.Scrape an article and spin it for social networks. For wiki links, you need links with anchors.

I do not use any tools on my tier 1 links, do them manually. It will take time but is well worth it.I do not use any tools on my tier 1 links, do them manually. It will take time but is well worth it.

You can outsource tier 2 links which I highly recommend.You can outsource tier 2 links which I highly recommend.

Be very careful when building tier 1 links, tier 2 you can experiment on the anchor text ratios and quantity. Tier 1Be very careful when building tier 1 links, tier 2 you can experiment on the anchor text ratios and quantity. Tier 1

should always be quality.should always be quality.

Quality high PR links are worth more than a large link blast of low quality links.Quality high PR links are worth more than a large link blast of low quality links.

FINAL REMARKS
That is it everyone. I hope you enjoyed reading this guide of how to make $100 every day from Adsense. I myself amThat is it everyone. I hope you enjoyed reading this guide of how to make $100 every day from Adsense. I myself am

going to be doing a case study by creating an Adsense website and following this exact guide. If you would like togoing to be doing a case study by creating an Adsense website and following this exact guide. If you would like to

get updates on that when it is released, please subscribe below and have a good one.get updates on that when it is released, please subscribe below and have a good one.
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About The Author
NeilNeil
has been in the internet marketing game for 3 years now. I am here to help you make money onlinehas been in the internet marketing game for 3 years now. I am here to help you make money online

based on my own experiences and experiments. There will be no fluff or BS, just what is workingbased on my own experiences and experiments. There will be no fluff or BS, just what is working

now.now.
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How To Host A Private Blog Network For Free

Reply

Samuel Albert  NOVEMBER 25, 2013NOVEMBER 25, 2013

Thanks for sharing this information. This looks doable. Thanks for sharing this information. This looks doable. We are all looking forward to the day when weWe are all looking forward to the day when we

will be making at least a $100 per day from adsense.will be making at least a $100 per day from adsense.

Reply

Dani  NOVEMBER 26, 2013NOVEMBER 26, 2013

This is an awesome, amazing, really in-depth guide. It took me step-by-step through everything I needThis is an awesome, amazing, really in-depth guide. It took me step-by-step through everything I need

to do. I’m going to follow this exactly and really narrow down my focus on one specific niche. I’m gladto do. I’m going to follow this exactly and really narrow down my focus on one specific niche. I’m glad

you’re doing a case study, because I want to follow along with you!you’re doing a case study, because I want to follow along with you!

How far along are you?How far along are you?

http://www.passive.marketing/host-private-blog-network-free/
http://www.passive.marketing/author/admin/
http://make-money-with-sam.com
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Reply

Neil  NOVEMBER 26, 2013NOVEMBER 26, 2013

Thanks Dani. I have picked my niche, bought a brandable domain name, and haveThanks Dani. I have picked my niche, bought a brandable domain name, and have

about 15k words on the site thus far. I should have my first write up of my caseabout 15k words on the site thus far. I should have my first write up of my case

study in a few days, but may be a bit longer as I travel for thanksgiving.study in a few days, but may be a bit longer as I travel for thanksgiving.



Reply

Nick  DECEMBER 23, 2013DECEMBER 23, 2013

I had read the same guide few days back in some internet marketing forum. Is it your original post orI had read the same guide few days back in some internet marketing forum. Is it your original post or

you are the same person who had written the post in another forum.you are the same person who had written the post in another forum.

Any thank for this awesome guide to make $100 per day.Any thank for this awesome guide to make $100 per day.

Reply

Neil  DECEMBER 24, 2013DECEMBER 24, 2013

Hi Nick, I am assuming you have read this over at BHW. This is the same guide thatHi Nick, I am assuming you have read this over at BHW. This is the same guide that

was written by Sam (Bluematter) as he is a good friend of mine.was written by Sam (Bluematter) as he is a good friend of mine.



Reply

Arnold Jansen van Rensburg  JANUARY 18, 2014JANUARY 18, 2014

Hi,Hi,

Does it matter what the domain page rank is for the 300 social network links?Does it matter what the domain page rank is for the 300 social network links?

thanksthanks

Reply

Neil  JANUARY 18, 2014JANUARY 18, 2014

No, not really. Just stay with the most popular ones, and away from the spammyNo, not really. Just stay with the most popular ones, and away from the spammy

ones and you should be fine.ones and you should be fine.



Reply

Arnold Jansen van Rensburg  JANUARY 21, 2014JANUARY 21, 2014

Hi, I admire this blog because I’m focusing on Adsense at the moment. Why does wiki links help withHi, I admire this blog because I’m focusing on Adsense at the moment. Why does wiki links help with

ranking if 90% are nofollow? Have you physically tested this exact ranking method and has it helpedranking if 90% are nofollow? Have you physically tested this exact ranking method and has it helped

you to rank number one for a big search term?you to rank number one for a big search term?

One other question, I’m currently ranking number 5 on the first page of Google(I used a VPN to checkOne other question, I’m currently ranking number 5 on the first page of Google(I used a VPN to check

my true USA ranking) for a 15,000 searches per month search term(according to Google’s newmy true USA ranking) for a 15,000 searches per month search term(according to Google’s new

keyword planner) and it’s not a seasonal keyword the average search volume is 15,000 every month ofkeyword planner) and it’s not a seasonal keyword the average search volume is 15,000 every month of

the year but I get like 3 visitors per day at the moment, is that normal? I noticed Google images arethe year but I get like 3 visitors per day at the moment, is that normal? I noticed Google images are

showing up as number 3 and taking allot of space on the front page(that may be why)?showing up as number 3 and taking allot of space on the front page(that may be why)?

Thanks I will appreciate your feedback,Thanks I will appreciate your feedback,

All the bestAll the best…

Neil  JANUARY 23, 2014JANUARY 23, 2014

The key to the wiki links is to get a good list of mostly do follow links. Yes, I haveThe key to the wiki links is to get a good list of mostly do follow links. Yes, I have

definitely tested this, and it works wonders.definitely tested this, and it works wonders.

To me that does not sound normal. If images are showing up first, that could beTo me that does not sound normal. If images are showing up first, that could be

taking the majority of your visits. I would recommend that you do this to make yourtaking the majority of your visits. I would recommend that you do this to make your

site to stick out more: site to stick out more: http://hostingtavern.com/blog/force-google-to-show-http://hostingtavern.com/blog/force-google-to-show-

review-stars-under-your-domain/review-stars-under-your-domain/..
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Reply

Also wanted to apologize for getting back to you so late! I somehow missed yourAlso wanted to apologize for getting back to you so late! I somehow missed your

comment.comment.

Reply

Arnold Jansen van Rensburg  JANUARY 24, 2014JANUARY 24, 2014

Hi,Hi,

Do you only build backlinks to your root domain/home page? Do you only build backlinks to your root domain/home page? And do you use website silo-ing for theAnd do you use website silo-ing for the

other pages?other pages?

Thanks.Thanks.

Reply

Neil  JANUARY 24, 2014JANUARY 24, 2014

I do not silo any pages really. I always start building backlinks to the root domain butI do not silo any pages really. I always start building backlinks to the root domain but

then slowly backlink pages as they need it and I see where they naturally land in thethen slowly backlink pages as they need it and I see where they naturally land in the

SERPs.SERPs.



Reply

Arnold Jansen van Rensburg  JANUARY 27, 2014JANUARY 27, 2014

Hi,Hi,

Another question, do we have to build 5k wiki’s to each tier 1 or is it a total of 5k to all tier 1?Another question, do we have to build 5k wiki’s to each tier 1 or is it a total of 5k to all tier 1?

thanksthanks

Reply

Arnold Jansen van Rensburg  FEBRUARY 1, 2014FEBRUARY 1, 2014

Hi,Hi,

Sorry what I meant was does 5k wiki’s in total mean 1k to each tier 1?Sorry what I meant was does 5k wiki’s in total mean 1k to each tier 1?

Reply

Neil  FEBRUARY 1, 2014FEBRUARY 1, 2014

I build out 5k wikis TOTAL and spread them out to each of my tier 1.I build out 5k wikis TOTAL and spread them out to each of my tier 1.



Reply

Arnold Jansen van Rensburg  FEBRUARY 1, 2014FEBRUARY 1, 2014

Awesome, now I know I can do it easily piece of cakeAwesome, now I know I can do it easily piece of cake…. . 

Reply

jonny  FEBRUARY 14, 2014FEBRUARY 14, 2014

Not only Google but most live human visitors do not like made for Adsense pages. They knowNot only Google but most live human visitors do not like made for Adsense pages. They know

immediately there is nothing to read or learn. So they exit immediately. This is the main reason for $1 aimmediately there is nothing to read or learn. So they exit immediately. This is the main reason for $1 a

day earnings for most. They have one article they scraped & one page but 6 Adsense codes on theday earnings for most. They have one article they scraped & one page but 6 Adsense codes on the

page.page.

Reply

Arnold Jansen van Rensburg  FEBRUARY 18, 2014FEBRUARY 18, 2014

Hi Jonny, what you are saying is completely false, I give great value to my visitors through the contentHi Jonny, what you are saying is completely false, I give great value to my visitors through the content

on my sites and use only one adsense block in the right place(higher click through), in my opinion, theon my sites and use only one adsense block in the right place(higher click through), in my opinion, the

better the content the higher your click through rate is.better the content the higher your click through rate is.
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Reply

Paul  MARCH 20, 2014MARCH 20, 2014

Interesting article, but need to read at least 5 or 6 times, regarding articles, do u outsource them orInteresting article, but need to read at least 5 or 6 times, regarding articles, do u outsource them or

make it yourself, do u recommend any article writing services.make it yourself, do u recommend any article writing services.

Reply

Neil  MARCH 20, 2014MARCH 20, 2014

I always make sure to write the articles myself on the pages that I want to rank thatI always make sure to write the articles myself on the pages that I want to rank that

have some large search terms. I then outsource articles for the blog. I am alwayshave some large search terms. I then outsource articles for the blog. I am always

testing out new article writers so I really cannot recommend a service. Sorry!testing out new article writers so I really cannot recommend a service. Sorry!



Reply

Vigneswaran Ramu  APRIL 7, 2014APRIL 7, 2014

This is the best guide I found for making good money with adsense. I’m just starting my own websiteThis is the best guide I found for making good money with adsense. I’m just starting my own website

and I have been following this guide. Hopefully it helps with my earning. Thank you.and I have been following this guide. Hopefully it helps with my earning. Thank you.

Reply

Neil  APRIL 12, 2014APRIL 12, 2014

I am glad you enjoyed itI am glad you enjoyed it



Reply

Shashank Bhattarai  APRIL 19, 2014APRIL 19, 2014

Have you followed this strategy ?? do you think its works..because i am going to give it a manual tryHave you followed this strategy ?? do you think its works..because i am going to give it a manual try

up to link tier 1 and again create tier 2 as wiki links and give a blast through comments and socialup to link tier 1 and again create tier 2 as wiki links and give a blast through comments and social

bookmarks to my second tier !! via 3rd hope it wont drop my ranks. !!! What is your conclusion on this ?bookmarks to my second tier !! via 3rd hope it wont drop my ranks. !!! What is your conclusion on this ?

Reply

Neil  MAY 2, 2014MAY 2, 2014

I have followed this and am currently first page for a 100k+ monthly keyword.I have followed this and am currently first page for a 100k+ monthly keyword.



Reply

Shashank Bhattarai  MAY 2, 2014MAY 2, 2014

Do you target each keyword with 8 different web 2.0 sites ? Recently, i heardDo you target each keyword with 8 different web 2.0 sites ? Recently, i heard

from nick from noob warrior that 8 web 2.0 profiles for 1 keyword in nowherefrom nick from noob warrior that 8 web 2.0 profiles for 1 keyword in nowhere

close to enough, as it depends upon competition your keyword is about 100kclose to enough, as it depends upon competition your keyword is about 100k

monthly keyword..isn’t it a bit higher ?monthly keyword..isn’t it a bit higher ?

Reply

Barrel Of Money  JUNE 21, 2014JUNE 21, 2014

Aw sum post. I have never seen anyone go into such detail about a subject. Keep up the super work, IAw sum post. I have never seen anyone go into such detail about a subject. Keep up the super work, I

hope I can be as informed as you someday and be able to teach people how to work from home.hope I can be as informed as you someday and be able to teach people how to work from home.

Thanks againThanks again

NoNameHere  JUNE 21, 2014JUNE 21, 2014

A fantastic guide. I’ve been following it myself for the last two months, and I just started the linkA fantastic guide. I’ve been following it myself for the last two months, and I just started the link

building stage. I am a bit unclear on one detail, though, and I was hoping you could help clear things upbuilding stage. I am a bit unclear on one detail, though, and I was hoping you could help clear things up
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Reply

for me. In step one of tier one, does the “15 articles for your backlink campaign” refer to articles onfor me. In step one of tier one, does the “15 articles for your backlink campaign” refer to articles on

your blog or something else entirely? In other words, do you mean that I need to have 15 articles on myyour blog or something else entirely? In other words, do you mean that I need to have 15 articles on my

adsense blog to start my backlink campaign with?adsense blog to start my backlink campaign with?

Reply

Neil  JUNE 22, 2014JUNE 22, 2014

The 15 articles are going to be used for the links you build back to your site. TheseThe 15 articles are going to be used for the links you build back to your site. These

will go on your web 2.0s.will go on your web 2.0s.



Reply

Barrel Of Money  JUNE 22, 2014JUNE 22, 2014

I have read every single thing over again very thoroughly. I hope I do not sound stupid but I do notI have read every single thing over again very thoroughly. I hope I do not sound stupid but I do not

understand why it is called an Adsense understand why it is called an Adsense site? Are you making money from adsense ads somehow? Howsite? Are you making money from adsense ads somehow? How

is the 100.00 a day being made? And where do you stick all those articles? If you make 100 articles isis the 100.00 a day being made? And where do you stick all those articles? If you make 100 articles is

that 100 posts or 100 pages? I am just not sure where to put everything and how you are makingthat 100 posts or 100 pages? I am just not sure where to put everything and how you are making

money.money.

ThanksThanks

ReyRey

Reply

Neil  JUNE 22, 2014JUNE 22, 2014

All of the money that the site is making is through Adsense. It is an informational siteAll of the money that the site is making is through Adsense. It is an informational site

that does not sell anything. There are adsense ads throughout the text and about 2%that does not sell anything. There are adsense ads throughout the text and about 2%

of all visitors will click an ad when they visit my site. You ask about posts and pages.of all visitors will click an ad when they visit my site. You ask about posts and pages.

They are the exact same thing which is a web page, but I have a few pages for theThey are the exact same thing which is a web page, but I have a few pages for the

big terms and then I have a blog on the site which is all posts. Do a quick googlebig terms and then I have a blog on the site which is all posts. Do a quick google

search for an adsense site layout and you will see they are pretty simple sites. Thesearch for an adsense site layout and you will see they are pretty simple sites. The

site I am working on has a few hundred posts on it now.site I am working on has a few hundred posts on it now.

Cheers.Cheers.



Reply

Barrel Of Money  JUNE 23, 2014JUNE 23, 2014

OK, got you. ThanksOK, got you. Thanks

Reply

james  AUGUST 10, 2014AUGUST 10, 2014

Thanks for Sharing this Article .Finding good niche sites is always hard .How can i get a site with 100kThanks for Sharing this Article .Finding good niche sites is always hard .How can i get a site with 100k

volume and less competitionvolume and less competition

Reply

Neil  AUGUST 13, 2014AUGUST 13, 2014

Are you looking to hit 100k visitors or find a 100k volume search keyword? MyAre you looking to hit 100k visitors or find a 100k volume search keyword? My

recommendation would be to find hundreds of smaller less competitive keywordsrecommendation would be to find hundreds of smaller less competitive keywords

and target those when starting out.and target those when starting out.
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Leave a Reply

Reply

Ivan  AUGUST 19, 2014AUGUST 19, 2014

You are using tools like Scrapebox, Senuke and GSA which means that you are not doing white hat seo.You are using tools like Scrapebox, Senuke and GSA which means that you are not doing white hat seo.

It is easy to use automatic backlinks tools and such. Google will punish you sooner or later. CheersIt is easy to use automatic backlinks tools and such. Google will punish you sooner or later. Cheers

Reply

Neil  AUGUST 19, 2014AUGUST 19, 2014

None of those tools are being used on my first tier which touch my money site. INone of those tools are being used on my first tier which touch my money site. I

have friends who were hit with a google penalty with all of 3 links pointed to theirhave friends who were hit with a google penalty with all of 3 links pointed to their

whitehat site, so to each their own! Cheers.whitehat site, so to each their own! Cheers.



Reply

Shashank Bhattarai  SEPTEMBER 30, 2014SEPTEMBER 30, 2014

Hi Neil,Hi Neil,

When we are building links to our adsense sites , there will be risk of getting banned if we are doingWhen we are building links to our adsense sites , there will be risk of getting banned if we are doing

excessive link building to our website. Isn’t it ? What should i do in these case.excessive link building to our website. Isn’t it ? What should i do in these case.

1. Should i put adsense after i completed my links in first tier where there will be CDF web 2.0 ?1. Should i put adsense after i completed my links in first tier where there will be CDF web 2.0 ?

2. Should i Put adsense right from the start i build links ?2. Should i Put adsense right from the start i build links ?

3. Should i put links after i completed my whole link building campaign?3. Should i put links after i completed my whole link building campaign?

What should I do ?What should I do ?

Reply

Neil  OCTOBER 20, 2014OCTOBER 20, 2014

Sorry for getting to this so late! I have been traveling and have been busy. If youSorry for getting to this so late! I have been traveling and have been busy. If you

build links to a site, that has nothing to do with adsense so you are safe in thatbuild links to a site, that has nothing to do with adsense so you are safe in that

aspect. However, building links can leave your site penalized, but that is a risk that Iaspect. However, building links can leave your site penalized, but that is a risk that I

am personally willing to take. As for your question, put up adsense first while youam personally willing to take. As for your question, put up adsense first while you

are building out your site as well as link building. You want to be able to monetizeare building out your site as well as link building. You want to be able to monetize

any traffic you get over this time period.any traffic you get over this time period.



Reply

Kushal  OCTOBER 1, 2014OCTOBER 1, 2014

Wonderful !! Loved reading $100 a day. Cheers for this share. Wonderful !! Loved reading $100 a day. Cheers for this share. 
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